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In the resolution of patterns of groundwater flow, 
certain surface expression is noted as being helpful. 
Vegetation has been used in other areas as an indicator of 
the chemistry of groundwater, but this type of exploration 
may be expanded to include physiography as well as vegetation. 
The presence of groundwater seepage slopes affords 
another means by which flow patterns may be classified. 
Surface effects of groundwater chemistry differ strikingly 
between an area of local flow and an area of regional flow. 
The use of surface characteristics as criteria by which 
groundwater flow systems may be resolved is useful with the 
aid of aerial photographs. This method gives positions of 
outcropping groundwater as well as hints to what type of 
water may be expected. 
The Stanley, North Dakota>Area is characterized by 
regional groundwater discharge in low areas which lie in a 
disconnected string. The most saline of these lakes lie also 
in accordance with a preglacial topographic low. The 
relationship between the two are discussed. 
The Turtle Mountains area is characterized by infinitely 
many small local type flow systems which have waters much 
ii 
lower in total ion accumulation. This is manifested in 




During the summer of 1967 the writer was a participant 
in the National Science Foundation Undergraduate Research 
Participation Program. Dr. Lee Clayton was the director of 
this research and he is greatly thanked for his guidance 
and valuable information given during the course of the 
study. 
The research chosen was a study of the chemical 
components of groundwater in dead-ice moraine in two areas 
of North Dakota. It was found that the chemistry of ground-
water can be fairly accurately predicted on the basis of 
b iological and physiographical observances. 
Due to limited time and facilities, the study was not 
done in the detail which the writer would have wished, and 
it is necessary to propose conclusions which may in part be 
speculative. 
In addition to Dr. Clayton, the National Science 
Foundation is thanked for financing the cost of field 




Two areas were surveyed during the course of the summer. 
Figure 1 shows the locations of both. The first, was in 
north-central Mountrail County near the towns of Stanley 
and Palermo. Most of the lakes studied were between ranges 
88 and 91 west and townships 156 and 157 north. The region 
is in the physiographic district called the Missouri Coteau, 
which is stagnant ice moraine which transverses the state 
from the northwest corner to the South Dakota border in 
east-central North Dakota. 
The second area studied was in and around the Turtle 
Mountains. Specifically, the study area was ranges 74, 75, 
and 76 west and townships 162 and 163 north-east of the 
Bottineau-Rollete County line and south of the Canada-United 
States boundary. The topography in this area is also a 
result of deposition from stagnant ice. I t differs from the 
Stanley area in that it rises abruptly from subdued prairie 
five to six hundred feet to form a striking escarpment. This 
difference in elevation from t h e surrounding area influences 
vegetation contrasts between the Turtle Mountains and the 





Bottineau County, showing 
location of Bottineau, 
N. Dak. and study area 





Mountrail County, N. Dak. and 
location of Stanley, N. Dak. 
and area of study. 
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Climate and Physiography of the Stanley Area 
As mentioned before, the Stanley area lies in glacial 
drift. This drift forms knob-and-kettle topography which 
has numerous erratic cobbles and boulders. The low areas 
are all closed basins, many of which the bottoms are 
ephemerally submerged by spring meltwaters. Some of these 
closed basins are also the sites of playas on which sodium-
sulphate accumulates to form white "crusts". The cause 
of these playas will also be later discussed. 
The drainage of the area is entirely internal. Ground-
water flowsbetween basins with some recharge of large flow 
systems. The Little Knife and White Earth Rivers and Shell 
Creek drain south of Stanley into the Missouri, and numerous 
small ephemeral streams flow eastward over t he Missouri 
escarpment, but none of these affect the drainage in the 
study area. Elevation ranges from 2000 to 2400 feet and 
averages about 2200 feet. 
The area is dry prairie and is nearly void of tree 
growth. The main woody plants are wolfberry (Symphorocarpos 
occidentalis) and silverberry (Elaeagnus argentea), the 
latter being much less abundant than the first and occurring 
in higher areas more removed from regional groundwater 
discharge. Aspens (Populus tremuloides) are also found in 




Mean annual temperature and precipitation in the Stanley 
area are 39 degrees and 14.26 inches respectively 
(Bavendick, 1952 ) . 
Climate and Physiography of the Turtle Mountains 
The Turtle Mountains are also resultant deposition from 
ice ablation. The topography is very similar to the Stanley 
area, glacial hummocky moraine forms the landscape, but the 
surface · is more subdued. This is evident especially in the 
contrast of s lope steepness around potholes. The area rises 
abruptly from flat prairie to an elevation of 2200 to 2500 
feet. 
Differences from the Stanley area most apparent are; 
the complete absence of sodium-sulphate playas and in the 
abundance and variety of vegetation. Also, nearly all basins 
are submerged, unlike the Stanley area. 
Here, as in the first area,surface drainage is very 
meagerly developed. Numerous peat bogs have developed, and 
only two streams drain the study area neither of which flows 
year round. 
As mentioned before, vegetation is abundant. Populus 
tremuloides, Salix~· (willows), Shepherdia argentea 
(buffaloberry) are the main woody plants. All are 
phyreatophytes (plants having roots below the water table) 
and are characteristically non-tolerant of highly or moderately 
highly saline groundwater. Also, marsh plants and aquatics 
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are abundant. Various sedges such as hardstem and softstem 
bulrush (Scirpus acutus and Scirpus validus) grow very thick 
along the margins of marshes and ponds (Stevens, 1966). 
The mean annual temperature in the Turtle Mountains is 
the same as in the Stanley area, 39 degrees. The average 
annual precipitation in the area is higher than in the 
Stanley area - 15.80 inches (Bavendick, 1952). 
After mentioning the physiographic and climatological 
factors of the two areas, a comparison may be drawn. The 
areas are almost the same in elevation, 2200 to 2400 feet. 
Important here though is the fact that the Turtle Mountains 
rise so sharply from lower elevations while the Stanley area 
grades imperceptably from lower elevations. This is a 
factor in determining contrasts in vegetation between the 
areas. 
The rainfall differs by 1.54 inches per year which also 
importantly affects vegetation, but the lowlands surrounding 
Bottineau have the same rainfall which is very similar to 
the dry prairie around Stanley. Lords Lake, east of 
Bottineau)is a white playa. It is then believed that the 
rainfall difference alone would not be enough to account for 
the vegetation difference in the two areas. 
Other factors may affect vegetation. The area in 
Mountrail County has an average of ten less days of killing 
frost per year. Average extreme high temperature and average 
extreme low temperature are both higher in the Stanley area. 
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(Bavendick, 1952). It is not known to what extent these 
factors may affect the flora. 
Mentioning factors that affect vegetation gives a 
basis by which one may judge whether or not plants are 
indicators of groundwater chemistry. Meinzer, (1927) said 
that plants must have an internal fluid of higher osmotic 
pressure than the groundwater and hence the fluid must be 
more saline than the groundwater. This alone offers a key 
to the chemistry of groundwater by knowing the salinity or 
osmotic pressure of some species. 
The Metamorphism of Groundwater 
I. I. Chebotarev said in 1955 that subterranean waters 
can be categorized as bicarbonate, sulphate, or chloride 
waters. Also, that salts which are most soluble are removed 
from the zone of weathering first and therefore would be 
expected to increase proportionally to the distance the 
water flows. Since minerals containing the chloride ion 
(c1- ) are most easily dissociated, and these containing 
carbonate (C03-) and bicarbonate (HC03) are less readily 
dissolved, we should find a gradual change in groundwaters 
from chloride and bicarbonate end members. The intermediate 
flow patterns would be characterized by sulphate waters, 
and chloride waters would predominate on the "down" end of 
large flow systems. This can be empirically stated as : 
HC03~co3 + Cl-~Cl- + S04~04- + Cl~Cl- (Chebotarev, 1955 ) 
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Other factors can offset this relationship. For example, 
if the pH of the water is increased, the ratio of carbonate 
to bicarbonate will increase. 
Methods of Investigation 
In the Stanley area, the purpose of the study was to 
relate slope steepness to groundwater discharge. The 
presence of phreatophytes on slope faces indicated discharge 
of groundwater. This discharge, if not in the form of 
springs.,was evident in slow seepage which was being consumed 
by the plants with little reaching the surface. Since the 
summer of 1967 was very dry, the water table was found to 
be very low. Hand augering for samples of groundwater was 
sometimes insufficient. 
Holes were augered from the edge of the lake or dry 
lake bed back toward the nearest slope until water could 
not be reached. In most cases, except for early in the 
spring, the water table sloped downward away from the margins 
of lakes while the "beach" inclined upward. 
The use of chemical analyses was to show relationships 
between groundwater seepage slopes and groundwater chemistry. 
Hardness, alkalinity, chloride content, and total dissolved 
solids were used as chemical analyses. Waters nearer the 
lake, as expected, yielded higher readings in total dissolved 
solids. 
Wherever springs were found, there was some expression 
of it on the slope above. On the gentle slopes, the ground 
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was saturated farther back up the bank. On the steeper 
slopes, actual steepening was observed. The presence of 
abundant vegetation, mainly wolfberry (Symphorocarpos 
occidentalis) on the steeper slopes probably exist in a 
cause-and-effect relationship. The plants are there be-
cause the groundwater discharges there, but plants prevent 
oversteepening by holding the topsoil. 
Other very salt-tolerant phteatophytes were found on 
the beaches but none were found growing in saturated zones 
near the shore. 
Basically the same procedure was followed in the 
Turtle Mountains. But since water levels in the lakes were 
high, and tree growth so dense that seepage slopes, if they 
existed, could not be studied. The writer feels that 
seepage slopes were not present in the Turtle Mountains 
because of the dense tree growth surrounding the lakes. 
Samples were taken from lakes and from auger holes near the 
lakes, and analyzed with the same means as before. Figure 2 
shows the locations of sampling stations in the Turtle 
Mountains. It also shows the abundance of lakes, all of 
which were filled during the sunnner of 1967. 
Just on the basis of topography, some predictions as 
to the type of flow patterns dominating the areas can be made. 
Since the Turtle Mountains are "perched" above all the 
surrounding prairie, it should not be a groundwater discharge 
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Figure 2~-Heavy dots indicate locations of water sampling sites in the 






area for large flow systems. Many "small" flow systems 
which exist between potholes and divides tend to tie up 
groundwater and little reaches lower horizons. 
The .local flow systems which dominant the Turtle 
Mountains should, if we remember Cheboratev's statement, be 
very high in carbonate and bicarbonate. Such is the case 
found by investigation. Waters in the Turtle Mountains were 
very high in calcium carbonate. Figure 3 shows the proposed 
flow system for the Turtle Mountains. 
In the Stanley area, a different situation exists. 
Along with the conditions for local flow systems, there are 
low areas that tap regional bedrock flow systems. There is 
also an interesting situation in that the lakes which are 
most saline in the area, those which have salts accumulating 
at the surface of dry playas, lie in accordance with a pre-
glacial valley. This possibly affords a means by which 
deeper, more saline waters can reach the upper horizons. 
The location of this valley and the salinity of related lakes 
is shown in Plate 7 (in back folder). It should be noted 
that lakes at similar elevations but outside the bedrock low 
are much fresher (Clearwater Lake and the lakes around 
Blaisdell are examples). 
Here, waters higher in alkalinity, sulphate, and chloride 
could be expected. The analyses of groundwater shows this 
as true. Tertiary sand and shale underlies the till in this 
area and probably acts as a permeable zone through which 
-
Probable flow patterns 











Figure 3.--Diagrammatic sketch of writer's concept of flow patterns in 
The Turtle Mountain area. 
I-' 
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groundwater reaches the surface. 
As mentioned before, fresher lakes lie just to the east 
of the pre-glacial valley, in the area of Blaisdell and 
Tagus. These lakes show very high analyses in hardness but 
very low in alkalinity. No salts accumulate in this area. 
Thus we see that the differences in topography between 
the two areas is the main factor governing the chemistry of 
groundwater. The Turtle Mountains, elevated above the rest 
of the area is isolated from regional, more saline ground-
water. The pH of water in the Turtle Mountains is often 
acidic due to the abundant organic matter which decays 
there. The Stanley area lies lower than much of the 
surrounding prairie and this, coupled with the pre-glacial 
valley creates circumstances in which regional groundwater 
may outcrop. 
Figure 4 shows the writers concept of the flow systems 
in the Stanley-Palermo area. The before mentioned pre-
glacial valley was not included in the drawing because such 
a condition is not necessary for sodium sulphate accumulation. 
Meyboom, (1966) explains 1) that sodium sulphate lakes occur 
in disconnected strings and constitute inactive drainage, 2) 
the orientation of the lakes is perpendicular to regional 
flow and 3) all sodium sulphate deposits of substantial size 
occur in regional discharge areas that have net annual 
evaporation of at least 15 inches per year. The net annual 
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Figure 4.--Diagrammatic sketch of flow patterns associated with 
sulpha t e lakes in the Stanley-Palenno area. 
e 
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inches in the Bottineau area. 
The lakes occur in closed basins which are fed mainly by 
spring waters around their margins. Early in the spring, 
after the snow-melt, the lake bottoms are all submerged. 
As the season progresses, the lakes begin to lose more to 
evaporation than is supplied by springs. The writer noted 
eleven springs around Olson Lake in early June, and re-
investigation in August found only two of the eleven still 
flowing, and the lake was nearly entirely crusted white. 
The water from these springs around the lakes is not 
foul to the taste. On the contrary, wherever possible the 
water was tasted and found only to have a slight soda taste. 
The rate of evaporation is the important factor in salt 
accumulation. Much time is also needed to sustain a crust, 
because much of the salt precipitated is lost when the water 
level rises again in the spring. 
Where the best flowing springs were found, seepage slopes 
were always in evidence. (Plate 1) On Olson Lake, a very 
large spring was flowing from the base of a high, heavily 
vegetated slope which ·had a slope angle of over forty degrees. 
The owner of the lake had sheep drinking from the spring 
while the water in the lake was so foul it could not be tasted 




Phreatophytes marking a striking 
seepage slope adjacent to a playa 
near Stanley • 
. . 
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Surface Evidence of Groundwater Outcrops 
From aerial photographs, groundwater outcrops in the 
Stanley area can be picked out most readily. They are seen 
mainly by the vegetation co~trast compared to the surrounding 
prairie. In the sodium sulphate .lakes the white crust is 
dissolved toward the bank in av-shaped inlet, (Plate 2). 
Plate two 
White crust of sodium sulphate is 
dissolved by wa ter discharging from 
a spring. Vegetation in foreground 
marks outlet. 
In the Turtle Mountains, however, the method of finding 
groundwater outcrops by means of air photos was useless. The 
vegetation was dense everywhere and there were no white 
crusts on the lakes. 
The plants that grow in the two areas differ strikingly. 
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In the areas near the sulphate lakes, certain very salt-
tolerant plants were all that grew. In the Turtle Mountains, 
however, vegetation was very abundant and varied. 
In the Stanley area, the main species noted were 
saltgrass (Distichlus stricta), baltic rush (Juncus balticus) 
and wolfberry (Symphorocarpos : occ.identalis). Saltgrass is 
a perennial found mainly on salt flats where little else 
grows. It forms a dense turf, very coarse and is not eaten 
by livestock • . Baltic rush is ; also a salt-tolerant 
: . 
phreatophyte which inhabits the margins of saline lakes 
and ponds. It i~ abundant also in low meadows, but not 
considered as having forage value (Stevens, 1963). Wolf-
berry is probably the most abundant woody plant in the state. 
It is widespread and grows on slope faces, (Plate 3). 
Plate three 
Seepage slope showing 
wolfberry growing on 
face. (Taken near 
Little Knife River 
south of Stanley.) 
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This plant was never observed to be growing in abundance on 
the tops of hills and rarely did it occupy the lowest part 
of a depression. This plant was found by Meyboom (1966) to 
be non-phreatophytic in the Qu'Appelle River drainage basin 
of southern Saskatchewan. It is believed, however, that 
there is a close relationship between the plant and the 
water table. It needs fresh water, but need not have its 
roots in the zone of saturation. 
Striking zonation is often shown in the vegetation 
of both areas. Figure 5 shows zonation the writer found 
common around sulphate lakes in the Palermo area. Meyboom, 
(1967) found red samphire, (Salicornia rubra) known to this 
writer as glasswort, very abundant around similar lakes in 
Saskatchewan. In all of the summer in North Dakota, the 
only glasswort found by the writer was near Grand Forks. 
It is believed that glasswort, (Plate 4) may thrive where c1-
waters outcrop, as in the Grand Forks area, but are less 
tolerant to the S04- waters in the Stanley area. Possibly 
the excessive sulphate dust that blows from the lakes there 
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Sedges tolerant of saline waters were also noted. The 
spring mentioned adjacent to Olson Lake near Palermo had 
very abundant prairie bullrush (Scirpus paludosus) growing 
thickly in six to eight inches of water five feet higher 
than the. level of the lake. Eleocharis palustris was found 
forming dense mats in soggy flats around Cottonwood Lake. 
Woody plants found in the Stanley area common also to the 
Turtle Mountains were only the wolfberry, silverberry, and 
occasional quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides). 
In contrast to the prairie covering most of northwestern 
North Dakota, the Turtle Mountains support many varieties of 
woody plants. The area is densely forested except for what 
has been cleared for farming. Mostly trees of the Populus 
family make up the largest part of the desiduous forest. 
Scattered conifers occur but are not native. 
The zonat ion varies from lake to lake in the Turtle 
Mountains. Softstem bullrush (Scirpus validus) commonly 
occupied moist areas adjacent to marshes, (Plate 5). Most 
commonly the zonation of plants would follow that of 
Figure 6. Variations to this might be that the cattail 
(Typha latifolia) might be replaced by other aquatic 
varieties. The willows (Salix) were reported by Meyboom 
(1967) to occur in rings around potholes in similar situations 
in Saskatchewan, (Plate 6). Willow rings are indicators of 
small flow systems which feed fresh water to pothole margins 
from adjacent divide areas. These also can be easily 
21 
recognized on air photos and can be valuable in working out 
flow systems. They were observed between Rugby and Devils 
Lake and from there into the Turtle Mountains. They do 
not occur in the area around Stanley, but are common farther 





Glasswort forming a dense mat in 
Kelly's Slough, Grand Forks County. 
Also in the Turtle Mountains, plants decay and form 
numerous peat bogs some of which have been exploited 
commercially. The pH of waters in these bogs is usually 
very acidic, about 4. 
22 
Plate five 
Softstem bullrush growing in moist 




Willow ring around a slough near 
Dunsieth, Rolette County. 
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Graphical presentation of water samples taken are given 
in Figures 7 thru 10. The amounts of anions, dissolved 
solids, etc. are plotted as ordinates and distance from the 
edge of the lake is plotted as the abscissa. The actual 
distance to the auger hole was paced so distances may exceed 
or fall short of actual values. Water could not be obtained 
from anywhere higher than the beaches. 
Hardness and alkalinity show almost reverse relation-
ships to one another. (Figure 7) As holes were augered 
farther from the lake the alkalinity decreased while the · 
hardness increased. This reflects that water which was 
obtained near the lake had reached a higher level of 
dissociation of the carbonate and bicarbonates from cations 
of the alkaline earth group. The carbonates also were being 
precipitated in lower horizons because the crust on the lakes 
is nearly pure sodium sulphate (Rozkowski, 1967). 
As the holes approach the lake, total dissolved solids 
increase rapidly as shown in Figure 10. This reflects in-
creasing accumulation of disassociated ions by waters coming 
from deeper and deeper flow systems. The pH of the waters 
also increased as lake waters were approached. (Figure 8) 
In some cases the pH of groundwater was the same as the 
water standing in evaporation pools. The highest pH record 
was 10.0 and was found in two locations, one in Olson Lake 
25 
near a pool of standing water and the other near the shore 
of White Lake. 
In the Stanley area continuancy of flow is affected by 
the type of flow system that outcrops. It is believed that 
a regional flow system at the base of a slope has more 
permanent flow and therefore more time for sapping the base 
of the slope. The local flow system, on the other hand is 
affected more directly by precipitation and would flow only 
as a result of it. The slopes having regional flow outcrops 
would then be steeper. Since only local flow systems occur 
around potholes in the Turtle Mountains, no comparison can 
be made in this respect. Meyboom, 1966 (Earth Science 
Reviews) notes that "the size of the flow system determines 
prevailing hydrochemical facies as much, or even more so as 
does the mineralogical composition of the host rock •.• " 
the hydrodynamic as well as the hydrochemical characteristics 
of lakes in western Canada were found to be determined to a 
large degree by their position in the flow system. 
Sulphate waters, according to Meyboom (1966 Earth Science 
Reviews) were characteristic of recharge areas with low 
precipitation. It is found in North Dakota that sulphate 
waters occur where intermediate flow systems discharge. 
These areas may exist in areas of regional recharge. The 
entire area around Stanley and Palermo is not a recharge 
area because very much discharge is observed. 
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of phreatophytes. The depression of the water table by 
phreatophytes may cause water to outcrop lower on the slope 
because of consumption by phreatophytes. As mentioned 
before, wolfberry grows most abundant on the seepage slopes 
but was not a phreatophyte. (Plate 6) It still may consume 
enough water to restrict the amount reaching the surface. 
A different type of r epresentation is used to show 
chemical analyses of water obtained in the Turtle Mountains. 
A series of auger holes were placed in the dry bed of Oak 
Creek (see Fig. 11). These were spaced every one-half mile 
from Bottineau to the source located j ust south of Lake 
Metigoshe. The analyses were then plotted similarly to 
graphs done for the Stanley area. Figure shows results 
when stations along Oak Creek were plotted against c1- in 
parts per million. As analyses were taken higher in the 
Turtle Mountains, the amount of chloride decreased. Similarly, 
other chemical analyses could be shown in the same way, 
but a different approach was found to be more informative. 
As shown in Figuresl2 through 16, the chemical data 
was plotted as values on the map of the Turtle Mountains and 
the results contoured. The map for hardness could not be 
contoured in this manner, so values were entered wi thout the 
addition of contour lines. 
These maps show a striking uniformity in change of 
chemistry as the analyses go from the Turtle Mountains to 















ONE-HALF MILE STATIONS (BOTT. TO L . METJGOSHE) 
Figure 11.--0ak Creek Chlorinity. Samples were taken at 
one-half mile intervals (see Figure 2) along 
Oak Creek. Left side of graph represents 
Bottineau area. 
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Figure 12.--Equi-chemical lines show relationships of total 
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Figure 16.--No re:Ja:ionship is shown between topography 
and water hardness. Values are shown. 
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geometric configuration of the hills. This regularity is 
intuititively ~ acceptable but is not satisfactorily explained 
by field research. As mentioned before, the dominant flow 
scheme is that of small flow systems that exist between pot-
holes and adjacent divides. This flow scheme does allow 
for such a chemistry change. A possible explanation is 
that water infiltrating in divide areas at low elevations 
as compared to their adjacent potholes~do not have potential 
enough to discharge in these higher discharge sites and 
continues to flow to lower discharge horizons. This mode 
of flow would be controlled by the shape of the hills, and 
since the hills are roughly domal, the chemistry change 
would be nearly concentric with them. 
Another explanation may be differential compaction of 
layered substratum. If horizontal strata were h ighly compacted, 
groundwater would be bounded at repeating horizons causing 
groundwater to follow the concentric pattern of outcrop of 
more compact layers. 
These explanations are speculative, but groundwater flow 
cannot be accurately mapped unless direction of flow is 
obtained from piezometric readings. 
The lack of regularity in water hardness could reflect 
the random interaction of groundwater with isolated concen-
trations of marl deposits. No such deposits were discovered, 
but are expected to exist due to the high abundance of fresh-
water snails in certain lakes. 
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Also on these maps, note that Oak Creek is flowing on 
the surface from just above the Turtle Mountains escarpment 
to just below it. This reflects the intersection of the 
water table with the abrupt change in slope. 
The appendix of this paper shows chemical analyses and 
physical characteristics of holes aurered around lakes in the 
Stanley-Palermo area. 
Summary and Conclusions 
It has been shown that the mode in which groundwater 
reaches the surface can be reasonably predicted on the basis 
of: 1) The chemical characteristics of water taken at 
intervals along a flow system, 2) plant cover provided by 
plants using the groundwater and 3) topography. 
The climate of the two areas studied differs very little. 
It is then believed that the topography . greatly influences 
the other two criteria mentioned above,making it the main 
factor causing differences in the two areas. If an area 
is isolated by sharp differences in elevation, it may be 
expected to have a different dominant flow pattern. This 
different flow pattern will give rise to different ground-
water chemistry and most likely cause a completely different 
vegetation suite to exist. 
Also, the use of aerial photographs can greatly aid in 
the preliminary investigations by utilization of the criteria 
given above. Plant cover, plant denisty, slope steepness and 
topography all can be seen on air photos and on the basis of 
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these, chemistry of groundwater can usually be predicted. 
Groundwater seepage slopes are e~sily recognized in the 
field and may indicate positions of steady outcrop or 
positions of springs. 
Suggested Future Work 
The hydrodynamics of flow around North Dakota Prairie 
potholes would be the primary consideration suggested for 
.further study. The placement of piezometers at regular 
intervals beginning at the edges of lakes to the top of 
adjacent divides would yield accurate data for determining 
positions of flow lines. 
Soil extracts taken at stations along located flow 
lines would further pinpoint areas of chemical accumulation 
and disassociation. 
Observations could be made with a Leopold Stevens type 
F recording device to measure daily fluctuations in the water 
table due to phreatophytic consumption. This would show to 
what extent plants were depressing the water table in seepage 
areas adjacent to sloughs. 
e APPENDIX 
e e e 
TABLE I. 
Chemistry of Groundwater Samples Taken in Stanley Vicinity 
Ca Total Phenol. Total c1- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .E.E.!!! .EB {micromhos/cm2 
la 20 73 0 58 186 8 5200 
lb 35 142 0 38 137.5 8 3100 
le 42 187 0 24 125 7 2300 
2a 20 62 10 66 50 7 6000 
2b 31 127 0 47 
l,J 
37.5 7 5300 V, 
2c 41 131 0 29 12.5 7 1600 
3a 21 39 17 64 50 9 5700 
3b 23 40 4 19 37.5 8 4000 
3c 26 43 0 18 12.5 7 1900 
4a 23 38 17 58 50 8 5200 
4b 32 67 11 36 12.5 7 1900 
Sa 2 3 0 41 62.5 8 8000 
6a 3 7 0 48 37.5 9 8000 
6b 7 15 0 26 12.5 8 4200 
6c 8 14 0 19 12.5 7 1200 
e e e 
TABLE I.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total Cl- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .EE!!! .E.!! {micromhos/ cm) 
7a 2 3 0 46 37.5 8 8000 
7b 6 7 0 35 25 8 6100 
7c 7 8 0 29 25 7 2600 
8a 2 3 8 51 37.5 8 8000 
8b 8 9 0 43 37.5 8 4700 
8c 11 14 0 31 37.5 7 3000 
(.,J 
9a 3 4 12 45 37.5 8 7800 0\ 
9b 3 8 3 34 37.5 8 4800 
9c 14 18 0 27 12.5 7 2400 
10a 6 8 21 28 50 9 7200 
10b 8 10 0 23 37.5 8 4100 
10c 12 14 0 17 12.5 7 3700 
lla 5 7 11 23 50 8 7500 
llb 6 8 0 21 37.5 8 5100 
llc 10 15 0 18 12.5 7 4000 
12a 2 4 150 531 150 10 6900 
- e e 
TABLE !.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total Cl- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .El?.!!! ..PB {micromhos / cm2 
12b 10 21 6 37 37.5 9 43 00 
12c 12 ,. 15 0 20 25 8 3900 
12d 17 20 0 18 12.5 7 6800 
13 5 6 0 41 37.5 8 4700 
14a 10 15 0 45 37.5 8 3700 
14b 3 4 0 34 37.5 8 6200 
15 11 27 0 16 12.5 7 1800 (.,.;, ........ 
16a 9 24 8 32 150 8 5400 
16b 29 
' 
50 0 68 75 7 1900 
17a 10 26 56 224 450 10 8000 
17b 25 41 0 44 25 8 5300 
17c 28 43 0 27 25 7 3000 
18 NO WATER 
19a 10 30 42 165 500 9 6100 
19b 29 48 0 45 50 7 4200 
20 15 31 0 37 50 7 4500 
e e e 
TABLE !.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total c1- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity l?,E!g .E!! (micromhos/cm) 
21a 15 25 38 126 375 8 4500 
21b 12 26 0 47 75 7 4000 
22a 17 34 12 64 37.5 8 5000 
22b 31 45 0 40 12.5 7 3700 
23 32 32 12 89 50 8 7000 
24 NO WATER 
l.,) 
25 30 217 26 26 137.5 7 2300 
00 
26 NO WATER 
27 21 187 31 31 125 7 1900 
28 30 143 42 42 125 7 1700 
29a 40 263 51 51 25 7 1000 
29b 31 226 41 41 12.5 7 900 
30 NO WATER 
31 22 134 22 22 25 7 1200 
32 NO WATER 1000 
33 NO WATER 
e e e 
TABLE !.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total Cl- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .El?.!E .E!i (micromhos/cm) 
34 NO WATER 
35 21 126 0 29 37.5 7 520 
36 NO WATER 
37 NO WATER 
38 NO WATER 
39 NO WATER 
40 NO WATER 
L,..) 
\0 
41 ' NO WATER 
42a 18 97 0 21 25 7 400 
42b 22 115 0 31 25 7 350 
43 NO WATER 
44 5 7 19 75 75 9 6000 
45 4 9 12 88 62.5 8 7800 
46a 23 38 18 60 50 8 6100 






































































coarse gravel Distichlis 




hole at edge of 
dry lake bed 
20 1 back from 
first hole 
hole at toe of 
seepage slope 
on beach down 
from seepage 
slope 
\ way between 
dry lake and 
seepage slope 
good seepage 
slope; concave up 
ward 
dry lake bed 
on beach; water 
filled hole fast 
+' 
0 
- e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station deEth sloEe Lithology vegetation remarks 
3c 5' N60E brown sandy SymehoricarEUS toe of good con-
40°NW silt occidentalis cave upward 
seepage slope 
4a 3\' N5W gray sandy None dry lake bed 
4°NE silt 
4b 5' NSW clayey sand Distichlis on beach out from 
34°NE stricta small seepage slope 
5 6 " N-S gravely clay Eguistem spring; not flowing 
kansanum just heavily satu-
(dead) rated 
6a - -- --- --- lake water . 
6b surface N30E gravely clay Eguistem flowing spring 
440SE some sand kansanum 
6c 2' II clayey sand -1, dry prairie slope sharply con-
cave upwards; spring 
7a surface -- --- None water standing, 
stagnant 
* The term "dry prairie" used here was taken from Meyboorn, 1966 and applies to the 
dry grasses which are found on open prairie adjacent to the lakes. 
+:' 
I-' 
e e e 
TABLE !!.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
7b 3 I N30°E gravely clay Distichlis water definitely 
47°SE stricta seeping; not 
J uncus balticus flowing 
7c 4' N30°E gravely Symi;horicareos toe of seepage 
47°SE silt occidentalis slope above 
soggy area 
Sa lake --- --- None seepage water 
water keeps area covered 
with 1 1 of water +' 
N 
Sb 1' N-S sandy None on beach 
5°E black clay 
Sc 2~· N-S II dry prairie base of slope 
40°E 
9a 1' N45°w gravely None on beach 
s0 sw clay 
9b 2 I N45°W nearly homo- None 25 1 back from 
37°sw genous sand first hole 
9c 3' N45°W sandy silt Symphoricareos base of slope 
37°sw occidental is 
10a 1' N64°E coarse None no seepage slope 
14°SE sandy clay still ground is 
very soggy 
e e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
10b l\' N64°E coarse Juncus balticus no seepage slope 
14°SE sandy clay still ground is 
very soggy 
10c 2\' II silty sand dry prairie above seepage area 
lla 6 " N71°W gravely sand Juncus balticus Naso4 dissolved 15°NW by ground water 
seepage at beach 
llb l\' II II II II 
~ 
w 
llc 3 I II sandy silt dry prairie no topographical 
high to create 
seepage slope 
"' 
12a lake "pothole" in a - -- -- NazS04 crust water 
12b surface NSOOW black organic Scir~us "boggy" - entire 
s0 sw clay palu-osus area under 1-10" 
water 
12c 2 I N50°W II II good flowing spring 
9°SW (est. 4-5 gal/min.) 
12d 3 I N50°W II II good seepage slope 
48°sw appears to have 
formed cove cut 
40' into bank 
e e -
TABLE !!.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithol9By vegetation remarks 
13 surface N45°W black sandy Juncus balticus good bubbling 
48°SW clay spring; seepage 
slope 
14a 8 II ! ,I N70°W sandy clay Distichlis hole on beach 
s0 sw stricta 
14b 3 I N70°W very coarse II ground very soft 
ss0 sw unsorted gravel 
15 none N69°W clayey sand Sheperdia very heavily veg- ~ 
54°NE argentia etated steep ~ 
seepage slope 
16a 6 ,, N70°W black ooze Scirpus water table slopes 
3S 0 sw validus sharply away from 
(all dead) lake level 
16b 3 I II II II water from more 
sandy zone than 
above 
17a lake 
water None water very foul - --
17b 1 I E-W black loam Eleocharis expansive beach 




TABLE II.- -Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology ~etation remarks 
17c 3\' E-W sandy silt Symphoricaq~os seepage slope 
55°N light-dark occidentalis 200-300 yards 
brown long 
18 none flat black loam Medicag£ sativa dry hole in center 
of dry basin 
19a l' N650W gravely sandy Eleocharis no Na~so4 accumu-5°NW clay .:ealustris ulate 




20 none N52°E clayey black Asclepias water table evi-
35°NW sand venticiIIata dently slopes 
sharply away from 
lake level 
21a 1' N85°E black gravely None beach; gravely 
4°SE clay 
21b 2\' N83°E brown gravely Apochinum seepage slopei 
40 SE sand cannabinum though only 9 high 
22a 2' N30°E coarse gravely Distichlis on short beach near 
11°SE sand stricta seepage slope 
22b 3\' N30°E brown sandy Symphoricarpos toe of small 
43°SE silt; some occidental is seepage slope 
clay 
e e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology ~etation remarks 
23 2' flat clayey sand None gray seepage zone 
in surrounding 
white, hard Na2S04 
24 N83°E black loam Symphoricarpos good seepage slope 
35 NW occidental is some water still 
in center of lake 
25 8\' Nl5°E light brown II newly dug farm 
410SE silt well at base of 
seepage slope +=' 
°' 
26 N47°W brown sandy Agropyron dry playa flat 
silt subsecuncum under present 
cultivation 
27 4\' N27°W brown silt Elaegnus toe of seepage 
42°sw some gray clay commutata slope (lake, dry) 
lenses 
28 5 I N48°E sandy silt Sciraus some populus tremu-
47°NW paluosus loides at base of 
seepage slope 
29a l' flat black organic None dried portion of 
clay influent slough 
29b 3\' N750W brown sandy Typhus differs from above 
42°NE silt latifolia elevation only 
by inches 
e e e 
TABLE !!.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
30 N38°w brown sandy Sy!!_!Ehoricaq~os good seepage slope 
36~SW silt occidental is hole 75 1 from near-
est surface water 
31 2' flat black sandy Typhus influent slough-
silt Iatitolia water in hole lower 
than lake water 
32 N38°E light brown dry prairie no seepage slope, 
25 SE silt no green vegetation 
+=' 
33 N41°E light brown Symphoricarpos evidently an in-
-....J 
390NW silt occidentalis active seepage slope 
34 N48°E brown silt dry prairie no evidence of 
29°NW moisture 
35 5\ I N80°E black clayey Elaegnus good seepage slope 
42°SE sand commutata 
36 N46°E brown silt dry prairie no evidence of 
19°SE phreatophytes 
(e.g. dead plants) 
37 N88°E brown silt Symphoricarpos seepage slope; 
41°SE occidentalis no water 
38 N41°W brown silt Elaegnus com- semi-green, still 
35°sw mutata no phreatophytes 
e e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
39 N21°E brown silt dry prairie no remarks 
17°NW 
40 N2'Z0 E brown sandy Elaegnus no remarks 
34°NW silt comrnutata 
41 N45°E gray-brown Symphoricarpos probably a good 
37°NW occidental is seepage slope 
~ in wet times 
42a 3\' N48°W black gravely Eleocharis stock watering +:' 00 
15°SW clay _ealustris in lake - ducks 
42b 4\' N48°w black loam Symphoricarpos probably not a 
29°sw occidentalis seepage slope 
43 N40°E gray sandy dry prairie no remarks 
17°SE silt 
44 4\' N71°W None edge of dry lake 
32°sw black gravely near seepage 
clay slope 
45 6' flat black clayey None dry crusted lake 
sand 
46a 3 I flat black clayey Distichlus beach; dry lake 
sand stricta 
46b 6' N-S brown gravely Symphoricarpos good seepage slope; 
43°E silt occidental is hole at base 
49 
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In the resolution of patterns of groundwater flow, 
certain surface expression is noted as being helpful. 
Vegetation has been used in other areas as an indicator of 
the chemistry of groundwater, but this type of exploration 
may be expanded to include physiography as well as vegetation. 
The presence of groundwater seepage slopes affords 
another means by which flow patterns may be classified. 
Surface effects of groundwater chemistry differ strikingly 
between an area of local flow and an area of regional flow. 
The use of surface characteristics as criteria by which 
groundwater flow systems may be resolved is useful with the 
aid of aerial photographs. This method gives positions of 
outcropping groundwater as well as hints to what type of 
water may be expected. 
The Stanley, North Dakota>Area is characterized by 
regional groundwater discharge in low areas which lie in a 
disconnected string. The most saline of these lakes lie also 
in accordance with a preglacial topographic low. The 
relationship between the two are discussed. 
The Turtle Mountains area is characterized by infinitely 
many small local type flow systems which have waters much 
ii 
lower in total ion accumulation. This is manifested in 
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Two areas were surveyed during the course of the summer. 
Figure 1 shows the locations of both. The first, was in 
north-central Mountrail County near the towns of Stanley 
and Palermo. Most of the lakes studied were between ranges 
88 and 91 west and townships 156 and 157 north. The region 
is in the physiographic district called the Missouri Coteau, 
which is stagnant ice moraine which transverses the state 
from the northwest corner to the South Dakota border in 
east-central North Dakota. 
The second area studied was in and around the Turtle 
Mountains. Specifically, the study area was ranges 74, 75, 
and 76 west and townships 162 and 163 north-east of the 
Bottineau-Rollete County line and south of the Canada-United 
States boundary. The topography in this area is also a 
result of deposition from stagnant ice. I t differs from the 
Stanley area in that it rises abruptly from subdued prairie 
five to six hundred feet to form a striking escarpment. This 
difference in elevation from t h e surrounding area influences 
vegetation contrasts between the Turtle Mountains and the 





Bottineau County, showing 
location of Bottineau, 
N. Dak. and study area 





Mountrail County, N. Dak. and 
location of Stanley, N. Dak. 
and area of study. 
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Climate and Physiography of the Stanley Area 
As mentioned before, the Stanley area lies in glacial 
drift. This drift forms knob-and-kettle topography which 
has numerous erratic cobbles and boulders. The low areas 
are all closed basins, many of which the bottoms are 
ephemerally submerged by spring meltwaters. Some of these 
closed basins are also the sites of playas on which sodium-
sulphate accumulates to form white "crusts". The cause 
of these playas will also be later discussed. 
The drainage of the area is entirely internal. Ground-
water flowsbetween basins with some recharge of large flow 
systems. The Little Knife and White Earth Rivers and Shell 
Creek drain south of Stanley into the Missouri, and numerous 
small ephemeral streams flow eastward over t he Missouri 
escarpment, but none of these affect the drainage in the 
study area. Elevation ranges from 2000 to 2400 feet and 
averages about 2200 feet. 
The area is dry prairie and is nearly void of tree 
growth. The main woody plants are wolfberry (Symphorocarpos 
occidentalis) and silverberry (Elaeagnus argentea), the 
latter being much less abundant than the first and occurring 
in higher areas more removed from regional groundwater 
discharge. Aspens (Populus tremuloides) are also found in 




Mean annual temperature and precipitation in the Stanley 
area are 39 degrees and 14.26 inches respectively 
(Bavendick, 1952 ) . 
Climate and Physiography of the Turtle Mountains 
The Turtle Mountains are also resultant deposition from 
ice ablation. The topography is very similar to the Stanley 
area, glacial hummocky moraine forms the landscape, but the 
surface · is more subdued. This is evident especially in the 
contrast of s lope steepness around potholes. The area rises 
abruptly from flat prairie to an elevation of 2200 to 2500 
feet. 
Differences from the Stanley area most apparent are; 
the complete absence of sodium-sulphate playas and in the 
abundance and variety of vegetation. Also, nearly all basins 
are submerged, unlike the Stanley area. 
Here, as in the first area,surface drainage is very 
meagerly developed. Numerous peat bogs have developed, and 
only two streams drain the study area neither of which flows 
year round. 
As mentioned before, vegetation is abundant. Populus 
tremuloides, Salix~· (willows), Shepherdia argentea 
(buffaloberry) are the main woody plants. All are 
phyreatophytes (plants having roots below the water table) 
and are characteristically non-tolerant of highly or moderately 
highly saline groundwater. Also, marsh plants and aquatics 
5 
are abundant. Various sedges such as hardstem and softstem 
bulrush (Scirpus acutus and Scirpus validus) grow very thick 
along the margins of marshes and ponds (Stevens, 1966). 
The mean annual temperature in the Turtle Mountains is 
the same as in the Stanley area, 39 degrees. The average 
annual precipitation in the area is higher than in the 
Stanley area - 15.80 inches (Bavendick, 1952). 
After mentioning the physiographic and climatological 
factors of the two areas, a comparison may be drawn. The 
areas are almost the same in elevation, 2200 to 2400 feet. 
Important here though is the fact that the Turtle Mountains 
rise so sharply from lower elevations while the Stanley area 
grades imperceptably from lower elevations. This is a 
factor in determining contrasts in vegetation between the 
areas. 
The rainfall differs by 1.54 inches per year which also 
importantly affects vegetation, but the lowlands surrounding 
Bottineau have the same rainfall which is very similar to 
the dry prairie around Stanley. Lords Lake, east of 
Bottineau)is a white playa. It is then believed that the 
rainfall difference alone would not be enough to account for 
the vegetation difference in the two areas. 
Other factors may affect vegetation. The area in 
Mountrail County has an average of ten less days of killing 
frost per year. Average extreme high temperature and average 
extreme low temperature are both higher in the Stanley area. 
6 
(Bavendick, 1952). It is not known to what extent these 
factors may affect the flora. 
Mentioning factors that affect vegetation gives a 
basis by which one may judge whether or not plants are 
indicators of groundwater chemistry. Meinzer, (1927) said 
that plants must have an internal fluid of higher osmotic 
pressure than the groundwater and hence the fluid must be 
more saline than the groundwater. This alone offers a key 
to the chemistry of groundwater by knowing the salinity or 
osmotic pressure of some species. 
The Metamorphism of Groundwater 
I. I. Chebotarev said in 1955 that subterranean waters 
can be categorized as bicarbonate, sulphate, or chloride 
waters. Also, that salts which are most soluble are removed 
from the zone of weathering first and therefore would be 
expected to increase proportionally to the distance the 
water flows. Since minerals containing the chloride ion 
(c1- ) are most easily dissociated, and these containing 
carbonate (C03-) and bicarbonate (HC03) are less readily 
dissolved, we should find a gradual change in groundwaters 
from chloride and bicarbonate end members. The intermediate 
flow patterns would be characterized by sulphate waters, 
and chloride waters would predominate on the "down" end of 
large flow systems. This can be empirically stated as : 
HC03~co3 + Cl-~Cl- + S04~04- + Cl~Cl- (Chebotarev, 1955 ) 
7 
Other factors can offset this relationship. For example, 
if the pH of the water is increased, the ratio of carbonate 
to bicarbonate will increase. 
Methods of Investigation 
In the Stanley area, the purpose of the study was to 
relate slope steepness to groundwater discharge. The 
presence of phreatophytes on slope faces indicated discharge 
of groundwater. This discharge, if not in the form of 
springs.,was evident in slow seepage which was being consumed 
by the plants with little reaching the surface. Since the 
summer of 1967 was very dry, the water table was found to 
be very low. Hand augering for samples of groundwater was 
sometimes insufficient. 
Holes were augered from the edge of the lake or dry 
lake bed back toward the nearest slope until water could 
not be reached. In most cases, except for early in the 
spring, the water table sloped downward away from the margins 
of lakes while the "beach" inclined upward. 
The use of chemical analyses was to show relationships 
between groundwater seepage slopes and groundwater chemistry. 
Hardness, alkalinity, chloride content, and total dissolved 
solids were used as chemical analyses. Waters nearer the 
lake, as expected, yielded higher readings in total dissolved 
solids. 
Wherever springs were found, there was some expression 
of it on the slope above. On the gentle slopes, the ground 
8 
was saturated farther back up the bank. On the steeper 
slopes, actual steepening was observed. The presence of 
abundant vegetation, mainly wolfberry (Symphorocarpos 
occidentalis) on the steeper slopes probably exist in a 
cause-and-effect relationship. The plants are there be-
cause the groundwater discharges there, but plants prevent 
oversteepening by holding the topsoil. 
Other very salt-tolerant phteatophytes were found on 
the beaches but none were found growing in saturated zones 
near the shore. 
Basically the same procedure was followed in the 
Turtle Mountains. But since water levels in the lakes were 
high, and tree growth so dense that seepage slopes, if they 
existed, could not be studied. The writer feels that 
seepage slopes were not present in the Turtle Mountains 
because of the dense tree growth surrounding the lakes. 
Samples were taken from lakes and from auger holes near the 
lakes, and analyzed with the same means as before. Figure 2 
shows the locations of sampling stations in the Turtle 
Mountains. It also shows the abundance of lakes, all of 
which were filled during the sunnner of 1967. 
Just on the basis of topography, some predictions as 
to the type of flow patterns dominating the areas can be made. 
Since the Turtle Mountains are "perched" above all the 
surrounding prairie, it should not be a groundwater discharge 
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Figure 2~-Heavy dots indicate locations of water sampling sites in the 






area for large flow systems. Many "small" flow systems 
which exist between potholes and divides tend to tie up 
groundwater and little reaches lower horizons. 
The .local flow systems which dominant the Turtle 
Mountains should, if we remember Cheboratev's statement, be 
very high in carbonate and bicarbonate. Such is the case 
found by investigation. Waters in the Turtle Mountains were 
very high in calcium carbonate. Figure 3 shows the proposed 
flow system for the Turtle Mountains. 
In the Stanley area, a different situation exists. 
Along with the conditions for local flow systems, there are 
low areas that tap regional bedrock flow systems. There is 
also an interesting situation in that the lakes which are 
most saline in the area, those which have salts accumulating 
at the surface of dry playas, lie in accordance with a pre-
glacial valley. This possibly affords a means by which 
deeper, more saline waters can reach the upper horizons. 
The location of this valley and the salinity of related lakes 
is shown in Plate 7 (in back folder). It should be noted 
that lakes at similar elevations but outside the bedrock low 
are much fresher (Clearwater Lake and the lakes around 
Blaisdell are examples). 
Here, waters higher in alkalinity, sulphate, and chloride 
could be expected. The analyses of groundwater shows this 
as true. Tertiary sand and shale underlies the till in this 
area and probably acts as a permeable zone through which 
-
Probable flow patterns 











Figure 3.--Diagrammatic sketch of writer's concept of flow patterns in 
The Turtle Mountain area. 
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groundwater reaches the surface. 
As mentioned before, fresher lakes lie just to the east 
of the pre-glacial valley, in the area of Blaisdell and 
Tagus. These lakes show very high analyses in hardness but 
very low in alkalinity. No salts accumulate in this area. 
Thus we see that the differences in topography between 
the two areas is the main factor governing the chemistry of 
groundwater. The Turtle Mountains, elevated above the rest 
of the area is isolated from regional, more saline ground-
water. The pH of water in the Turtle Mountains is often 
acidic due to the abundant organic matter which decays 
there. The Stanley area lies lower than much of the 
surrounding prairie and this, coupled with the pre-glacial 
valley creates circumstances in which regional groundwater 
may outcrop. 
Figure 4 shows the writers concept of the flow systems 
in the Stanley-Palermo area. The before mentioned pre-
glacial valley was not included in the drawing because such 
a condition is not necessary for sodium sulphate accumulation. 
Meyboom, (1966) explains 1) that sodium sulphate lakes occur 
in disconnected strings and constitute inactive drainage, 2) 
the orientation of the lakes is perpendicular to regional 
flow and 3) all sodium sulphate deposits of substantial size 
occur in regional discharge areas that have net annual 
evaporation of at least 15 inches per year. The net annual 
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sulpha t e lakes in the Stanley-Palenno area. 
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inches in the Bottineau area. 
The lakes occur in closed basins which are fed mainly by 
spring waters around their margins. Early in the spring, 
after the snow-melt, the lake bottoms are all submerged. 
As the season progresses, the lakes begin to lose more to 
evaporation than is supplied by springs. The writer noted 
eleven springs around Olson Lake in early June, and re-
investigation in August found only two of the eleven still 
flowing, and the lake was nearly entirely crusted white. 
The water from these springs around the lakes is not 
foul to the taste. On the contrary, wherever possible the 
water was tasted and found only to have a slight soda taste. 
The rate of evaporation is the important factor in salt 
accumulation. Much time is also needed to sustain a crust, 
because much of the salt precipitated is lost when the water 
level rises again in the spring. 
Where the best flowing springs were found, seepage slopes 
were always in evidence. (Plate 1) On Olson Lake, a very 
large spring was flowing from the base of a high, heavily 
vegetated slope which ·had a slope angle of over forty degrees. 
The owner of the lake had sheep drinking from the spring 
while the water in the lake was so foul it could not be tasted 
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Phreatophytes marking a striking 
seepage slope adjacent to a playa 
near Stanley • 
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Surface Evidence of Groundwater Outcrops 
From aerial photographs, groundwater outcrops in the 
Stanley area can be picked out most readily. They are seen 
mainly by the vegetation co~trast compared to the surrounding 
prairie. In the sodium sulphate .lakes the white crust is 
dissolved toward the bank in av-shaped inlet, (Plate 2). 
Plate two 
White crust of sodium sulphate is 
dissolved by wa ter discharging from 
a spring. Vegetation in foreground 
marks outlet. 
In the Turtle Mountains, however, the method of finding 
groundwater outcrops by means of air photos was useless. The 
vegetation was dense everywhere and there were no white 
crusts on the lakes. 
The plants that grow in the two areas differ strikingly. 
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In the areas near the sulphate lakes, certain very salt-
tolerant plants were all that grew. In the Turtle Mountains, 
however, vegetation was very abundant and varied. 
In the Stanley area, the main species noted were 
saltgrass (Distichlus stricta), baltic rush (Juncus balticus) 
and wolfberry (Symphorocarpos : occ.identalis). Saltgrass is 
a perennial found mainly on salt flats where little else 
grows. It forms a dense turf, very coarse and is not eaten 
by livestock • . Baltic rush is ; also a salt-tolerant 
: . 
phreatophyte which inhabits the margins of saline lakes 
and ponds. It i~ abundant also in low meadows, but not 
considered as having forage value (Stevens, 1963). Wolf-
berry is probably the most abundant woody plant in the state. 
It is widespread and grows on slope faces, (Plate 3). 
Plate three 
Seepage slope showing 
wolfberry growing on 
face. (Taken near 
Little Knife River 
south of Stanley.) 
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This plant was never observed to be growing in abundance on 
the tops of hills and rarely did it occupy the lowest part 
of a depression. This plant was found by Meyboom (1966) to 
be non-phreatophytic in the Qu'Appelle River drainage basin 
of southern Saskatchewan. It is believed, however, that 
there is a close relationship between the plant and the 
water table. It needs fresh water, but need not have its 
roots in the zone of saturation. 
Striking zonation is often shown in the vegetation 
of both areas. Figure 5 shows zonation the writer found 
common around sulphate lakes in the Palermo area. Meyboom, 
(1967) found red samphire, (Salicornia rubra) known to this 
writer as glasswort, very abundant around similar lakes in 
Saskatchewan. In all of the summer in North Dakota, the 
only glasswort found by the writer was near Grand Forks. 
It is believed that glasswort, (Plate 4) may thrive where c1-
waters outcrop, as in the Grand Forks area, but are less 
tolerant to the S04- waters in the Stanley area. Possibly 
the excessive sulphate dust that blows from the lakes there 
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Sedges tolerant of saline waters were also noted. The 
spring mentioned adjacent to Olson Lake near Palermo had 
very abundant prairie bullrush (Scirpus paludosus) growing 
thickly in six to eight inches of water five feet higher 
than the. level of the lake. Eleocharis palustris was found 
forming dense mats in soggy flats around Cottonwood Lake. 
Woody plants found in the Stanley area common also to the 
Turtle Mountains were only the wolfberry, silverberry, and 
occasional quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides). 
In contrast to the prairie covering most of northwestern 
North Dakota, the Turtle Mountains support many varieties of 
woody plants. The area is densely forested except for what 
has been cleared for farming. Mostly trees of the Populus 
family make up the largest part of the desiduous forest. 
Scattered conifers occur but are not native. 
The zonat ion varies from lake to lake in the Turtle 
Mountains. Softstem bullrush (Scirpus validus) commonly 
occupied moist areas adjacent to marshes, (Plate 5). Most 
commonly the zonation of plants would follow that of 
Figure 6. Variations to this might be that the cattail 
(Typha latifolia) might be replaced by other aquatic 
varieties. The willows (Salix) were reported by Meyboom 
(1967) to occur in rings around potholes in similar situations 
in Saskatchewan, (Plate 6). Willow rings are indicators of 
small flow systems which feed fresh water to pothole margins 
from adjacent divide areas. These also can be easily 
21 
recognized on air photos and can be valuable in working out 
flow systems. They were observed between Rugby and Devils 
Lake and from there into the Turtle Mountains. They do 
not occur in the area around Stanley, but are common farther 





Glasswort forming a dense mat in 
Kelly's Slough, Grand Forks County. 
Also in the Turtle Mountains, plants decay and form 
numerous peat bogs some of which have been exploited 
commercially. The pH of waters in these bogs is usually 
very acidic, about 4. 
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Plate five 
Softstem bullrush growing in moist 




Willow ring around a slough near 
Dunsieth, Rolette County. 
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Plate five 
Softstem bullrush growing in moist 




Willow ring around a slough near 
Dunsieth, Rolette County. 
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Graphical presentation of water samples taken are given 
in Figures 7 thru 10. The amounts of anions, dissolved 
solids, etc. are plotted as ordinates and distance from the 
edge of the lake is plotted as the abscissa. The actual 
distance to the auger hole was paced so distances may exceed 
or fall short of actual values. Water could not be obtained 
from anywhere higher than the beaches. 
Hardness and alkalinity show almost reverse relation-
ships to one another. (Figure 7) As holes were augered 
farther from the lake the alkalinity decreased while the · 
hardness increased. This reflects that water which was 
obtained near the lake had reached a higher level of 
dissociation of the carbonate and bicarbonates from cations 
of the alkaline earth group. The carbonates also were being 
precipitated in lower horizons because the crust on the lakes 
is nearly pure sodium sulphate (Rozkowski, 1967). 
As the holes approach the lake, total dissolved solids 
increase rapidly as shown in Figure 10. This reflects in-
creasing accumulation of disassociated ions by waters coming 
from deeper and deeper flow systems. The pH of the waters 
also increased as lake waters were approached. (Figure 8) 
In some cases the pH of groundwater was the same as the 
water standing in evaporation pools. The highest pH record 
was 10.0 and was found in two locations, one in Olson Lake 
25 
near a pool of standing water and the other near the shore 
of White Lake. 
In the Stanley area continuancy of flow is affected by 
the type of flow system that outcrops. It is believed that 
a regional flow system at the base of a slope has more 
permanent flow and therefore more time for sapping the base 
of the slope. The local flow system, on the other hand is 
affected more directly by precipitation and would flow only 
as a result of it. The slopes having regional flow outcrops 
would then be steeper. Since only local flow systems occur 
around potholes in the Turtle Mountains, no comparison can 
be made in this respect. Meyboom, 1966 (Earth Science 
Reviews) notes that "the size of the flow system determines 
prevailing hydrochemical facies as much, or even more so as 
does the mineralogical composition of the host rock •.• " 
the hydrodynamic as well as the hydrochemical characteristics 
of lakes in western Canada were found to be determined to a 
large degree by their position in the flow system. 
Sulphate waters, according to Meyboom (1966 Earth Science 
Reviews) were characteristic of recharge areas with low 
precipitation. It is found in North Dakota that sulphate 
waters occur where intermediate flow systems discharge. 
These areas may exist in areas of regional recharge. The 
entire area around Stanley and Palermo is not a recharge 
area because very much discharge is observed. 
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of phreatophytes. The depression of the water table by 
phreatophytes may cause water to outcrop lower on the slope 
because of consumption by phreatophytes. As mentioned 
before, wolfberry grows most abundant on the seepage slopes 
but was not a phreatophyte. (Plate 6) It still may consume 
enough water to restrict the amount reaching the surface. 
A different type of r epresentation is used to show 
chemical analyses of water obtained in the Turtle Mountains. 
A series of auger holes were placed in the dry bed of Oak 
Creek (see Fig. 11). These were spaced every one-half mile 
from Bottineau to the source located j ust south of Lake 
Metigoshe. The analyses were then plotted similarly to 
graphs done for the Stanley area. Figure shows results 
when stations along Oak Creek were plotted against c1- in 
parts per million. As analyses were taken higher in the 
Turtle Mountains, the amount of chloride decreased. Similarly, 
other chemical analyses could be shown in the same way, 
but a different approach was found to be more informative. 
As shown in Figuresl2 through 16, the chemical data 
was plotted as values on the map of the Turtle Mountains and 
the results contoured. The map for hardness could not be 
contoured in this manner, so values were entered wi thout the 
addition of contour lines. 
These maps show a striking uniformity in change of 
chemistry as the analyses go from the Turtle Mountains to 















ONE-HALF MILE STATIONS (BOTT. TO L . METJGOSHE) 
Figure 11.--0ak Creek Chlorinity. Samples were taken at 
one-half mile intervals (see Figure 2) along 
Oak Creek. Left side of graph represents 
Bottineau area. 
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Figure 16.--No re:Ja:ionship is shown between topography 
and water hardness. Values are shown. 
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geometric configuration of the hills. This regularity is 
intuititively ~ acceptable but is not satisfactorily explained 
by field research. As mentioned before, the dominant flow 
scheme is that of small flow systems that exist between pot-
holes and adjacent divides. This flow scheme does allow 
for such a chemistry change. A possible explanation is 
that water infiltrating in divide areas at low elevations 
as compared to their adjacent potholes~do not have potential 
enough to discharge in these higher discharge sites and 
continues to flow to lower discharge horizons. This mode 
of flow would be controlled by the shape of the hills, and 
since the hills are roughly domal, the chemistry change 
would be nearly concentric with them. 
Another explanation may be differential compaction of 
layered substratum. If horizontal strata were h ighly compacted, 
groundwater would be bounded at repeating horizons causing 
groundwater to follow the concentric pattern of outcrop of 
more compact layers. 
These explanations are speculative, but groundwater flow 
cannot be accurately mapped unless direction of flow is 
obtained from piezometric readings. 
The lack of regularity in water hardness could reflect 
the random interaction of groundwater with isolated concen-
trations of marl deposits. No such deposits were discovered, 
but are expected to exist due to the high abundance of fresh-
water snails in certain lakes. 
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Also on these maps, note that Oak Creek is flowing on 
the surface from just above the Turtle Mountains escarpment 
to just below it. This reflects the intersection of the 
water table with the abrupt change in slope. 
The appendix of this paper shows chemical analyses and 
physical characteristics of holes aurered around lakes in the 
Stanley-Palermo area. 
Summary and Conclusions 
It has been shown that the mode in which groundwater 
reaches the surface can be reasonably predicted on the basis 
of: 1) The chemical characteristics of water taken at 
intervals along a flow system, 2) plant cover provided by 
plants using the groundwater and 3) topography. 
The climate of the two areas studied differs very little. 
It is then believed that the topography . greatly influences 
the other two criteria mentioned above,making it the main 
factor causing differences in the two areas. If an area 
is isolated by sharp differences in elevation, it may be 
expected to have a different dominant flow pattern. This 
different flow pattern will give rise to different ground-
water chemistry and most likely cause a completely different 
vegetation suite to exist. 
Also, the use of aerial photographs can greatly aid in 
the preliminary investigations by utilization of the criteria 
given above. Plant cover, plant denisty, slope steepness and 
topography all can be seen on air photos and on the basis of 
34 
these, chemistry of groundwater can usually be predicted. 
Groundwater seepage slopes are e~sily recognized in the 
field and may indicate positions of steady outcrop or 
positions of springs. 
Suggested Future Work 
The hydrodynamics of flow around North Dakota Prairie 
potholes would be the primary consideration suggested for 
.further study. The placement of piezometers at regular 
intervals beginning at the edges of lakes to the top of 
adjacent divides would yield accurate data for determining 
positions of flow lines. 
Soil extracts taken at stations along located flow 
lines would further pinpoint areas of chemical accumulation 
and disassociation. 
Observations could be made with a Leopold Stevens type 
F recording device to measure daily fluctuations in the water 
table due to phreatophytic consumption. This would show to 
what extent plants were depressing the water table in seepage 
areas adjacent to sloughs. 
e APPENDIX 
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TABLE I. 
Chemistry of Groundwater Samples Taken in Stanley Vicinity 
Ca Total Phenol. Total c1- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .E.E.!!! .EB {micromhos/cm2 
la 20 73 0 58 186 8 5200 
lb 35 142 0 38 137.5 8 3100 
le 42 187 0 24 125 7 2300 
2a 20 62 10 66 50 7 6000 
2b 31 127 0 47 
l,J 
37.5 7 5300 V, 
2c 41 131 0 29 12.5 7 1600 
3a 21 39 17 64 50 9 5700 
3b 23 40 4 19 37.5 8 4000 
3c 26 43 0 18 12.5 7 1900 
4a 23 38 17 58 50 8 5200 
4b 32 67 11 36 12.5 7 1900 
Sa 2 3 0 41 62.5 8 8000 
6a 3 7 0 48 37.5 9 8000 
6b 7 15 0 26 12.5 8 4200 
6c 8 14 0 19 12.5 7 1200 
e e e 
TABLE I.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total Cl- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .EE!!! .E.!! {micromhos/ cm) 
7a 2 3 0 46 37.5 8 8000 
7b 6 7 0 35 25 8 6100 
7c 7 8 0 29 25 7 2600 
8a 2 3 8 51 37.5 8 8000 
8b 8 9 0 43 37.5 8 4700 
8c 11 14 0 31 37.5 7 3000 
(.,J 
9a 3 4 12 45 37.5 8 7800 0\ 
9b 3 8 3 34 37.5 8 4800 
9c 14 18 0 27 12.5 7 2400 
10a 6 8 21 28 50 9 7200 
10b 8 10 0 23 37.5 8 4100 
10c 12 14 0 17 12.5 7 3700 
lla 5 7 11 23 50 8 7500 
llb 6 8 0 21 37.5 8 5100 
llc 10 15 0 18 12.5 7 4000 
12a 2 4 150 531 150 10 6900 
- e e 
TABLE !.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total Cl- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .El?.!!! ..PB {micromhos / cm2 
12b 10 21 6 37 37.5 9 43 00 
12c 12 ,. 15 0 20 25 8 3900 
12d 17 20 0 18 12.5 7 6800 
13 5 6 0 41 37.5 8 4700 
14a 10 15 0 45 37.5 8 3700 
14b 3 4 0 34 37.5 8 6200 
15 11 27 0 16 12.5 7 1800 (.,.;, ........ 
16a 9 24 8 32 150 8 5400 
16b 29 
' 
50 0 68 75 7 1900 
17a 10 26 56 224 450 10 8000 
17b 25 41 0 44 25 8 5300 
17c 28 43 0 27 25 7 3000 
18 NO WATER 
19a 10 30 42 165 500 9 6100 
19b 29 48 0 45 50 7 4200 
20 15 31 0 37 50 7 4500 
e e e 
TABLE !.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total c1- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity l?,E!g .E!! (micromhos/cm) 
21a 15 25 38 126 375 8 4500 
21b 12 26 0 47 75 7 4000 
22a 17 34 12 64 37.5 8 5000 
22b 31 45 0 40 12.5 7 3700 
23 32 32 12 89 50 8 7000 
24 NO WATER 
l.,) 
25 30 217 26 26 137.5 7 2300 
00 
26 NO WATER 
27 21 187 31 31 125 7 1900 
28 30 143 42 42 125 7 1700 
29a 40 263 51 51 25 7 1000 
29b 31 226 41 41 12.5 7 900 
30 NO WATER 
31 22 134 22 22 25 7 1200 
32 NO WATER 1000 
33 NO WATER 
e e e 
TABLE !.--Continued 
Ca Total Phenol. Total Cl- Total cond. 
Station Hardness Hardness Alkalinity Alkalinity .El?.!E .E!i (micromhos/cm) 
34 NO WATER 
35 21 126 0 29 37.5 7 520 
36 NO WATER 
37 NO WATER 
38 NO WATER 
39 NO WATER 
40 NO WATER 
L,..) 
\0 
41 ' NO WATER 
42a 18 97 0 21 25 7 400 
42b 22 115 0 31 25 7 350 
43 NO WATER 
44 5 7 19 75 75 9 6000 
45 4 9 12 88 62.5 8 7800 
46a 23 38 18 60 50 8 6100 






































































coarse gravel Distichlis 




hole at edge of 
dry lake bed 
20 1 back from 
first hole 
hole at toe of 
seepage slope 
on beach down 
from seepage 
slope 
\ way between 
dry lake and 
seepage slope 
good seepage 
slope; concave up 
ward 
dry lake bed 
on beach; water 
filled hole fast 
+' 
0 
- e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station deEth sloEe Lithology vegetation remarks 
3c 5' N60E brown sandy SymehoricarEUS toe of good con-
40°NW silt occidentalis cave upward 
seepage slope 
4a 3\' N5W gray sandy None dry lake bed 
4°NE silt 
4b 5' NSW clayey sand Distichlis on beach out from 
34°NE stricta small seepage slope 
5 6 " N-S gravely clay Eguistem spring; not flowing 
kansanum just heavily satu-
(dead) rated 
6a - -- --- --- lake water . 
6b surface N30E gravely clay Eguistem flowing spring 
440SE some sand kansanum 
6c 2' II clayey sand -1, dry prairie slope sharply con-
cave upwards; spring 
7a surface -- --- None water standing, 
stagnant 
* The term "dry prairie" used here was taken from Meyboorn, 1966 and applies to the 
dry grasses which are found on open prairie adjacent to the lakes. 
+:' 
I-' 
e e e 
TABLE !!.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
7b 3 I N30°E gravely clay Distichlis water definitely 
47°SE stricta seeping; not 
J uncus balticus flowing 
7c 4' N30°E gravely Symi;horicareos toe of seepage 
47°SE silt occidentalis slope above 
soggy area 
Sa lake --- --- None seepage water 
water keeps area covered 
with 1 1 of water +' 
N 
Sb 1' N-S sandy None on beach 
5°E black clay 
Sc 2~· N-S II dry prairie base of slope 
40°E 
9a 1' N45°w gravely None on beach 
s0 sw clay 
9b 2 I N45°W nearly homo- None 25 1 back from 
37°sw genous sand first hole 
9c 3' N45°W sandy silt Symphoricareos base of slope 
37°sw occidental is 
10a 1' N64°E coarse None no seepage slope 
14°SE sandy clay still ground is 
very soggy 
e e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
10b l\' N64°E coarse Juncus balticus no seepage slope 
14°SE sandy clay still ground is 
very soggy 
10c 2\' II silty sand dry prairie above seepage area 
lla 6 " N71°W gravely sand Juncus balticus Naso4 dissolved 15°NW by ground water 
seepage at beach 
llb l\' II II II II 
~ 
w 
llc 3 I II sandy silt dry prairie no topographical 
high to create 
seepage slope 
"' 
12a lake "pothole" in a - -- -- NazS04 crust water 
12b surface NSOOW black organic Scir~us "boggy" - entire 
s0 sw clay palu-osus area under 1-10" 
water 
12c 2 I N50°W II II good flowing spring 
9°SW (est. 4-5 gal/min.) 
12d 3 I N50°W II II good seepage slope 
48°sw appears to have 
formed cove cut 
40' into bank 
e e -
TABLE !!.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithol9By vegetation remarks 
13 surface N45°W black sandy Juncus balticus good bubbling 
48°SW clay spring; seepage 
slope 
14a 8 II ! ,I N70°W sandy clay Distichlis hole on beach 
s0 sw stricta 
14b 3 I N70°W very coarse II ground very soft 
ss0 sw unsorted gravel 
15 none N69°W clayey sand Sheperdia very heavily veg- ~ 
54°NE argentia etated steep ~ 
seepage slope 
16a 6 ,, N70°W black ooze Scirpus water table slopes 
3S 0 sw validus sharply away from 
(all dead) lake level 
16b 3 I II II II water from more 
sandy zone than 
above 
17a lake 
water None water very foul - --
17b 1 I E-W black loam Eleocharis expansive beach 




TABLE II.- -Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology ~etation remarks 
17c 3\' E-W sandy silt Symphoricaq~os seepage slope 
55°N light-dark occidentalis 200-300 yards 
brown long 
18 none flat black loam Medicag£ sativa dry hole in center 
of dry basin 
19a l' N650W gravely sandy Eleocharis no Na~so4 accumu-5°NW clay .:ealustris ulate 




20 none N52°E clayey black Asclepias water table evi-
35°NW sand venticiIIata dently slopes 
sharply away from 
lake level 
21a 1' N85°E black gravely None beach; gravely 
4°SE clay 
21b 2\' N83°E brown gravely Apochinum seepage slopei 
40 SE sand cannabinum though only 9 high 
22a 2' N30°E coarse gravely Distichlis on short beach near 
11°SE sand stricta seepage slope 
22b 3\' N30°E brown sandy Symphoricarpos toe of small 
43°SE silt; some occidental is seepage slope 
clay 
e e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology ~etation remarks 
23 2' flat clayey sand None gray seepage zone 
in surrounding 
white, hard Na2S04 
24 N83°E black loam Symphoricarpos good seepage slope 
35 NW occidental is some water still 
in center of lake 
25 8\' Nl5°E light brown II newly dug farm 
410SE silt well at base of 
seepage slope +=' 
°' 
26 N47°W brown sandy Agropyron dry playa flat 
silt subsecuncum under present 
cultivation 
27 4\' N27°W brown silt Elaegnus toe of seepage 
42°sw some gray clay commutata slope (lake, dry) 
lenses 
28 5 I N48°E sandy silt Sciraus some populus tremu-
47°NW paluosus loides at base of 
seepage slope 
29a l' flat black organic None dried portion of 
clay influent slough 
29b 3\' N750W brown sandy Typhus differs from above 
42°NE silt latifolia elevation only 
by inches 
e e e 
TABLE !!.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
30 N38°w brown sandy Sy!!_!Ehoricaq~os good seepage slope 
36~SW silt occidental is hole 75 1 from near-
est surface water 
31 2' flat black sandy Typhus influent slough-
silt Iatitolia water in hole lower 
than lake water 
32 N38°E light brown dry prairie no seepage slope, 
25 SE silt no green vegetation 
+=' 
33 N41°E light brown Symphoricarpos evidently an in-
-....J 
390NW silt occidentalis active seepage slope 
34 N48°E brown silt dry prairie no evidence of 
29°NW moisture 
35 5\ I N80°E black clayey Elaegnus good seepage slope 
42°SE sand commutata 
36 N46°E brown silt dry prairie no evidence of 
19°SE phreatophytes 
(e.g. dead plants) 
37 N88°E brown silt Symphoricarpos seepage slope; 
41°SE occidentalis no water 
38 N41°W brown silt Elaegnus com- semi-green, still 
35°sw mutata no phreatophytes 
e e e 
TABLE II.--Continued 
Water table Strike & Most prominent General 
Station depth slope Lithology vegetation remarks 
39 N21°E brown silt dry prairie no remarks 
17°NW 
40 N2'Z0 E brown sandy Elaegnus no remarks 
34°NW silt comrnutata 
41 N45°E gray-brown Symphoricarpos probably a good 
37°NW occidental is seepage slope 
~ in wet times 
42a 3\' N48°W black gravely Eleocharis stock watering +:' 00 
15°SW clay _ealustris in lake - ducks 
42b 4\' N48°w black loam Symphoricarpos probably not a 
29°sw occidentalis seepage slope 
43 N40°E gray sandy dry prairie no remarks 
17°SE silt 
44 4\' N71°W None edge of dry lake 
32°sw black gravely near seepage 
clay slope 
45 6' flat black clayey None dry crusted lake 
sand 
46a 3 I flat black clayey Distichlus beach; dry lake 
sand stricta 
46b 6' N-S brown gravely Symphoricarpos good seepage slope; 
43°E silt occidental is hole at base 
49 
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